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'Adrian Caesar's chilling prose transported me right back into the heart of Antarctica. This is a
magnificent re-telling of those two fateful expeditions of 1912.' – Ranulph Fiennes

Mawson decided to turn north ... when he was suddenly plummeted downwards with the fearful rush of
nightmare. As the rope and harness attaching him to the sledge unravelled, so did his hope. But then he was
arrested by a mighty jerk which felt as if it might remove his weakened arms. The rope pulled up, and he was
suspended, slowly revolving fourteen feet into a giant grave of ice. He felt the sledge tugged by his weight
towards the lid of the crevasse. So this is the end, he thought.

It is 1912, the heroic age of Antarctic exploration. Scott's journey has ended. Mawson's is just beginning.
Adrian Caesar's stunning stroke of imaginative recreation transports us to the last days of those perilous
expeditions in the heart of the white continent.

Sweeping through deaths and disasters with the pace and inevitability of a thriller, The White inexorably lays
bare the forces that drove these two adventurers, the values that inspired them, and the remorseless obsession
that dominated them.
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From reader reviews:

Ann Gross:

The book The White make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your capable far more
increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem with your
subject. If you can make looking at a book The White for being your habit, you can get far more advantages,
like add your capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects. You can know everything
if you like open up and read a reserve The White. Kinds of book are several. It means that, science guide or
encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this guide?

Ward Beaver:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on
guys this kind of aren't like that. This The White book is readable by means of you who hate the perfect word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving also decrease
the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer regarding The White content conveys thinking easily to
understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just different
available as it. So , do you continue to thinking The White is not loveable to be your top checklist reading
book?

Clifford Walsh:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the subject The White suitable
to you? The book was written by well known writer in this era. The book untitled The Whiteis one of several
books which everyone read now. This book was inspired a number of people in the world. When you read
this publication you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know before. The author explained their
idea in the simple way, so all of people can easily to be aware of the core of this guide. This book will give
you a wide range of information about this world now. So you can see the represented of the world in this
particular book.

Edward Sullivan:

Reading a book to become new life style in this season; every people loves to study a book. When you read a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge, simply
because book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book
that you have read. If you need to get information about your study, you can read education books, but if you
act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, as well as soon.
The The White offer you a new experience in looking at a book.
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